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Abstract
Inspired by FlyArt, which juxtaposes rap lyrics over paintings, we use models
that capture semantics and emotion across text and images in order to generate
similar creative content. Our tool Pablo-West allows users to type in lyrics and find
meaningful artwork that the text is most likely to be related to.
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Introduction

As we inch closer towards utilizing machine intelligence for creative purposes, it’s important that
we also consider forms of creative expression such as memes and other similar social media content.
One such example is FlyArt 1 , which juxtaposes rap lyrics over classical art and has amassed a huge
number of followers who derive meaning and humor from this style of depiction. Despite the art and
the lyrics themselves being borrowed from existing artists, there is an element of inventiveness and
experimentation involved as the creators of FlyArt need to match the lyric with the suitable artwork.
Additionally, some effort may go into browsing through artwork, which highlights the usefulness of a
tool that can assist with this information retrieval task.
Broadly, the examples in FlyArt are matched based on: (1) the content of the lyric and the painting 2 ,
(2) the emotions in the lyric and the painting 3 , and (3) the context beyond the lyric, such as the song,
album, and circumstance in which the lyric was created 4 . We believe that we can leverage machine
learning to extract content and emotion vectors from text and images, allowing us to surface the first
two types of matches, and thereby creating content that emulates this FlyArt style.
This is where our application Pablo-West comes into focus. A user can type in a song lyric and
see the top hundred pieces of artwork that the lyric is most closely related to. Lyrics are matched
against 121,405 paintings from 2,539 artists found on Wikiart, and the results can be further filtered
based on art styles and artists. The resulting images are overlayed with the lyrics creating the desired
juxtaposition. Moreover, Pablo-West is applicable to any form of text, and not limited to lyrics alone.
The tool can be found at http://web.media.mit.edu/~echu/projects/pablo-west-demo.
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Methodology

We match lyrics and paintings based on the content and emotion of the lyric, the content and emotion
of the painting title, and the emotion of the painting itself.
Our text content model is a function ctext that extracts a content vector from a text x by averaging all
its GloVe word embeddings [1]. The text emotion model etext extracts an emotion vector using the
Emolex lexicon, which indicates the presence of eight basic emotions in 14,182 words. Finally, we
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trained a Resnet-based classifier [4] on an image emotion dataset [5] as our image emotion model
eimg , which returns the predicted probabilities over eight emotion classes.
We can then calculate similarity scores between a lyric l and painting p by:


sim(l, p) =λ1 ∗ dist ctext (l), ctext (ptitle ) +


λ2 ∗ dist etext (l), eimg (pimg ) +


λ3 ∗ dist etext (l), etext (ptitle )

(1)

where λ1 , λ2 , λ3 are scalar weights and dist is the dot product between vectors.
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Results

Examples are shown in Figure 1. We found that much like the original Fly Art pieces, many of the
most interesting examples incorporate the mood of the painting rather than a simple content-based
match. We thus set all λ’s to be equal as the default setting in the tool. More examples, as well as
examples with different λ’s used to rank the matches, are shown in the Appendix.

Figure 1: Examples produced by Artistic Influence GAN
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Discussion

While we believe the current version of our system is effective in surfacing relevant paintings, there
is room for improvement through the following areas.
• Match based on the content of the paintings. While no large scale object recognition dataset
exists for paintings, previous research has shown that models trained on natural images
achieve reasonable precision for some basic classes of objects [6; 7; 8].
• Improving the existing models. The image emotion model eimg could be retrained on
a recently released dataset of emotions evoked in Wikiart paintings [9]. We could also
leverage techniques that perform domain adaptation for models trained on natural images
[10]. The text emotion model etext could be replaced with a neural model so that we obtain
a dense vector for every input. The text content model ctext could be replaced with a more
sophisticated sentence embedding model.
• Automatic alignment of text over image. This capability would prevent important parts of
the painting from being obscured by the overlayed text.
• Match based on the context of the lyric and painting. For example, the content models could
take the rest of the song as an input. More broadly, this suggests grounded neural models
that can incorporate facts and public opinion about entities as a promising area of further
machine learning research [11].
One could imagine building on top of this such as depicting an entire song via a series of images, or
developing apps akin to Send Me SFMOMA 5 , where users can text a keyword or emoji to MoMA
and receive an image of a painting in return. We are hopeful that this project may help usher in new
work that takes advantage of such text-to-art synergy, and allows for the exploration of different types
of machine-driven creative expression.
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A

Additional Examples

Figure 2: Additional examples of Fly Art produced by Pablo-West.
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B

Examples with Different λ’s

B.1 Lyric = “stolen youth”
When matched against the content of the painting only, as shown in Figure 3, the top results
unsurprisingly include pictures of young people and babies. However, when matched against
the emotion of the paintings as well, as shown in Figure 4 and 5, we find matches that are more
relevant to the harsher and darker connotations of the “stolen” part of “stolen youth”. For instance,
the matches with the painting emotion in Figure 5 could perhaps be depictions of not the youth
themselves, but the grizzled men for whom youth is no more.

Figure 3: Top results produced when matching against the content of the painting title only (λ1 =
1, λ2 = 0, λ3 = 0)
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Figure 4: Top results produced when matching against the emotion of painting title only (λ1 =
0, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0)

Figure 5: Top results produced when matching against the emotion of painting only (λ1 = 0, λ2 =
0, λ3 = 1)
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